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a b s t r a c t 

Power capping are increasingly being deployed in modern processors to meet performance/power re- 

quirements of new workloads. These computing systems are limited in their power dissipation, demand- 

ing a dependable power management scheme to guarantee the system’s efficiency and dependability. Al- 

though several ad-hoc and heuristic power management approaches can be found in the literature, their 

main shortcoming is the lack of formal guarantees to ensure dependability of the processors. Control- 

theoretic approaches promise flexibility and robustness for DVFS strategies. However, the creation of a 

responsive yet stable controller requires the often neglected tasks of proper system identification and 

performance analysis for target applications. This paper presents dependability evaluation of Single-Input 

Single-Output (SISO) controllers for power capping on single-core as well as multi-core processor archi- 

tectures. We evaluate responsiveness of different class of applications to computer system control inputs 

(i.e., DVFS). We illustrate the feasibility of SISO controllers for power capping using the Sniper simulator 

running PARSEC, SPLASH2 and a set of custom microbenchmarks. Based on our observations, we pro- 

vide guidelines for developing stable and robust SISO controllers for power capping, show the scenarios 

where simple classic SISO controllers might not be effective, and identify early symptoms that may result 

in instability for power capping controllers. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Modern many-core platforms provide high performance but

re increasingly constrained by power dissipation. In addition, ap-

lications typically exhibit dynamic characteristics (e.g., memory-

ound, compute-bound) throughout their execution, resulting in

ontinual changes in the power state of the system. It is essen-

ial to control the peak and average power based on application

ehavior in order to achieve the proper performance with mini-

um cost [29] . This requires thorough analysis and sophisticated

ower management methods to control power and provide neces-

ary performance for a diverse set of workloads [13,14] . Some ap-

roaches [17,18] use analytical models to estimate the average or

orst case power consumption of the system based on frequency

nd voltage level of the system. These methods fail to take into

ccount the effects of workload and input variability during sys-

em execution. A promising and well-established approach is the

se of control-theoretic solutions based on rigorous mathemati-
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al formalisms that can provide bounds and guarantees for system

ower consumption. In the past, different control methods have

een proposed [24,25] for resource management in the presence

f a specific type of workload running on the system. A majority

f these methods use Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) controllers.

hese SISO controllers often deploy proportional Integral (PI), pro-

ortional integral derivative (PID), or lead-lag methods. Although

hese controllers theoretically provide guarantees for stability and

obustness, significant care must be taken in their practical im-

lementation to ensure that these properties continue to hold in

he implemented designs. For instance, SISO controller can be im-

lemented at the various layers of the abstraction stack (e.g., ap-

lication, OS, hypervisor or hardware), resulting in different chal-

enges and design trade-offs: software controllers provide ease of

mplementation and flexibility, while, hardware controllers provide

igher responsiveness to sensor measurements. In many cases, the

ontroller configuration needs to be changed to manage power for

 new set of applications. Software-based controllers provide such

exibility but are limited on response time to changes in the sys-

em, currently in the order of milliseconds. This could pose prob-

ems when an application’s phase can change faster than the set-

ling time of the controller. In addition, some applications cannot

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.micpro.2018.09.012
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/micpro
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.micpro.2018.09.012&domain=pdf
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be controlled using classic static controllers and require more ad-

vanced solutions. These are examples of many issues that demand

a thorough analysis of application behavior early enough (e.g., at

the time of system identification) and well before controller de-

ployment. 

In this paper, we present a comprehensive evaluation of SISO

control-theoretic methods for power management. We use In-

tel’s Sniper multi-core simulator to control power using DVFS

while executing a variety of benchmarks including the PARSEC and

SPLASH2 benchmark suites as well as stress-test benchmarks. A

preliminary version of the approach has been proposed in [1] with

the following contributions: 

• We highlighted the need for careful and early system identi-

fication and performance evaluation for SISO controller design

through several observations. 

• We presented an analysis of multiple controller responses and

outlined a general robustness classification of workloads based

on their computation and communication intensity. 

• We identified early symptoms that can cause instability in con-

troller for a single-core processor and show application classes

for which simple classic SISO controllers are not effective in

managing single-core processors. 

We extend this work to consider power management of multi-

core platforms executing multithreaded applications by adding the

following contributions: 

• We extend the study platform to perform VF scaling on multi-

core systems. Analysis is done on multi-core systems of differ-

ent core counts. 

• We included multi-threaded benchmark suites (e.g., PARSEC)

in our system identification and performance analysis to study

multi-threaded applications. 

• We provide a benchmark categorization with respect to the ap-

plications’ level of parallelism, run-time behavior and power

consumption to be used in the choice of control design meth-

ods. 

• We improve our evaluations on the efficiency of control the-

oretic approaches to provide scalable management to various

types of cores and communication schemes. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents

the background and motivation for our evaluation of SISO con-

trollers. Section 3 outlines the general experimental setup. We

present our detailed analysis in Section 4 . and discuss the in-

sights learned for two benchmark suites and microbenchmarks in

Section 5 . We position our work with related effort s in Section 6 ,

and finally conclude in Section 7 . 

2. Background and motivation 

Controller design for feedback loops consists of three main

stages: modelling, controller design, performance evaluation . In

the modelling stage, the system is described either using analytical

or statistical (i.e., black-box) methods. A poorly modeled system,

which does not properly consider the corner cases, can result in

instability of the controller. Thus, it is essential to make sure that

the modeling stage captures the holistic dynamics of the system. In

our study, we utilize a black-box method based on System Identi-

fication Theory [27,28] for isolating the deterministic and stochas-

tic components of the system to build the model. Controller design

is a mature field which utilizes many tools that provide off-the-

shelf controllers. We use Matlab PID tuner toolbox [30] to design

and deploy our controllers. Finally, performance evaluation is con-

ducted to ensure key properties of the system including accuracy,

overhead, robustness and flexibility. In this work, we argue that

the first stage (i.e., modelling) is often over-simplified in existing
ontrollers deployed for computer systems, and the third step (i.e.,

erformance evaluation) is most often neglected which is essential

o ensure the robustness and efficiency of the controller as well as

he dependability of the systems. In this study, we focus on issues

hat might arise from poorly performed models and the lessons

earned from performance evaluation. 

In our study of SISO controllers, we design and deploy PI

ontrollers for power capping. It is important to note that al-

hough derivative control law is helpful to add predictability to the

ontroller, stochastic variations in the system output may cause

naccuracy in the controller. This issue becomes more severe in

omputer systems as they commonly have a significant stochastic

omponent. Therefore, for computer systems PI controllers are pre-

erred over PID controller [21] . PI control benefits from both inte-

ral control (zero steady-state error) and proportional control (fast

ransient response). In most computer systems a first-order PI con-

roller provides rapid response and is sufficiently accurate [21] . In

he rest of this paper, when SISO controller is mentioned, it would

efer to a PI controller. Fig. 1 depicts a first-order feedback PI con-

roller modeled in Z-domain. The error E(z) = R - Y(z) is the input

o the controller. The control input U(z) is a sum of the propor-

ional term K P × E ( z ) and the integral term K I × (z/ (z − 1)) × E(z) . 

Eq. (1) describes a simple discrete PI control form that can later

e transformed to transfer function. Note that to compute the cur-

ent control input u(k) , the controller needs to have the current

alue of the error e(k) along with the past value of the error e(k −1)

nd the past value of the control input e(k −1). The PI control law

as the form: 

 (k ) = u (k − 1) + (K P + K I ) e (k ) − K P e (k − 1) (1)

It is important to note that a power management controller de-

igned for only a specific class of applications might not perform

ell in managing power for other types of workloads. The merit

f a controller is measured in terms of four properties: Accuracy,

verhead, Robustness and Flexibility. Thus, a designer’s major con-

ern is to evaluate how well a controller satisfies these properties

hile executing different types of workloads (e.g., compute-bound

r memory-bound). The dependability evaluation presented in this

ork offers designers a better insight on how to properly model

i.e., identify) their system and what kind of considerations they

eed to take into account when designing controllers for proces-

ors. 

. Experimental setup 

In this section, we describe our framework and the experimen-

al setup. A workload categorization is presented in order to clarify

he performance analysis performed on the SISO controllers. Un-

erstanding the behavior of applications is essential in evaluation

f identified systems and implemented controllers. 

.1. Simulation framework 

For processor architectural simulation, we use the

niper [26] simulator which provides micro-architectural de-

ails of power and performance of variety of processors. This

rchitectural simulator enables evaluation of single-core and

ulti-core processors with different communication mechanisms

uch as bus and Network-on-Chip (NoC). A series of additions was

ade to this simulator in order to enable run time closed-loop

ower capping which are discussed in the rest of this section. 

.1.1. Framework overview 

In our work, in order to enable run time power capping us-

ng PI controllers, a mechanism called “Global manager” is added

o this simulator to manage the DVFS settings at run-time based
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Fig. 1. Feedback loop with PI control for a first-order system. 

Fig. 2. Simulation framework overview. 
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Table 1 

SPLASH-2 benchmark list and their problem size. 

Workload Domain Problem size 

Barnes High-performance 32768 particles 

Ocean-contiguous High-performance 1024 ∗1024 matrix 

Ocean non-contiguous High-performance 1024 ∗1024 matrix 

FMM High-performance 32768 particles 

Radiosity Graphics room 

Raytrace Graphics Car -m64 

Water-NSQ High-performance 2197 Molecules 

Water-SP High-performance 2197 Molecules 

Volrend Graphics head 

Table 2 

PARSEC benchmark list and their application domain [32] . 

Workload Application domain Parallelization 

Blackscholes Financial analysis Data-parallel 

Bodytrack Computer vision Pipeline 

Canneal Engineering Data-parallel 

Dedup Enterprise storage Pipeline 

Facesim Animation Data-parallel 

Ferret Similarity search Pipeline 

Fluidanimate Animation Data-parallel 

Freqmine Data mining Data-parallel 

Raytrace Visualization Data-parallel 

Streamcluster Data mining Data-parallel 

Swaptions Financial analysis Data-parallel 

Vips Media processing Data-parallel 

X264 Media processing Pipeline 

3
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n computer system response to application behavior. Fig. 2 repre-

ents overview of this framework. By default, the global manager is

nvoked every 2.5 ms (common software controller epoch) to ob-

ain the state of the computational cores and determine the next

evel for their frequency. In addition, MCPAT [3] is used to capture

nd estimate power consumption. 

.1.2. Architecture configuration 

We model the Gainestown (Nehalem-EP) 45 nm microarchitec-

ure for our evaluations. This model simulates an in-order core

ith the issue width of two. In addition each core has 64 KB of

1 cache for data and instruction. L2 and L3 cache for each core

as 256 KB and 8192 KB capacity respectively. Data access time

or L1 and L2 cache is 4 and 8 clock cycles and for L3 cache, it is

0 clock cycles. Also, DRAM latency is 45 clock cycles and DRAM

andwidth is 7.6 GB/s. In case of multicore simulations, framework

s tuned to simulate homogeneous cores controlled by the global

anager. 

.2. Benchmark categorization 

Two sets of workloads have been utilized in our work in order

o make a comprehensive study of capabilities of SISO controllers

or power capping regarding the wide variety of applications

ehavior. There have been many effort s to construct benchmark

uites that can comprehensively represent real world software

xecution. For example, SPEC [36] workloads include different

igh performance computing applications. ALPBench [35] is a suite

f multimedia workloads. Minebench [37] includes benchmarks

or Data Mining Workloads. In the recent years comprehensive

enchmark suites like SPLASH2 [34] and PARSEC [33] gained a

ot of attention as they cover many domains and in addition they

cale well for multi-core systems. In our studies we use these two

enchmark suites (PARSEC and SPLASH-2) and provide a detailed

nalysis on the effects of application behavior on controllability

f the system. In addition, a set of micro-benchmarks are devised

o stress various parts of a system that are further explained in

iscussion section. 
.2.1. SPLASH2 

The SPLASH-2 suite is one of the most widely used collections

f multithreaded workloads [34] . Table 1 represents a detailed de-

cription of workloads included in this benchmark suite. Parallel

achines were not as common as nowadays and were mostly used

or scientific objectives when SPLASH-2 benchmark suite was re-

eased. This fact is reflected in high performance nature of the

orkloads included in SPLASH-2 benchmarks. 

.2.2. PARSEC 

PARSEC as one of the emerging multithreaded benchmark sets

ontains applications that have been designed to take advantage

f multiprocessor computers with shared memory [33] . Applica-

ions included in the benchmark suite are composed of programs

rom a wide range of application domains (e.g., engineering, ma-

hine learning, storage, finance, etc.) in order to capture the in-

reasingly diverse ways in which computers are used. Containing

pplications with different parallel programming models that are

eared toward common CMPs, brings out the possibility of using

ARSEC benchmark suite to test the performance of a diverse set

f computer systems including embedded systems ( Table 2 ). 
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Fig. 3. CPU bound microbenchmark with well identified model. 

Fig. 4. Memory bound microbenchmark model with limited tracking range. 

Fig. 5. Barnes workload well identified model with noise. 
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3.2.3. Benchmark comparison 

PARSEC benchmark suite was designed and maintained with

the goal of capturing recent trends in computing. Low-degree of

similarities between SPLASH-2 and PARSEC indicated that these

developments might have an impact on workloads that funda-

mentally alters their characteristics [32] . For example, PARSEC

includes many workloads that follow the pipeline programming

model. On the other hand, SPLASH-2 set is mostly composed of

high-performance and graphics applications. Furthermore, the in-

put data-set prepared for PARSEC workloads are tuned towards

CMPs. In contrast, SPLASH-2 input set are optimized for large

shared memories in high performance systems. 

4. Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate two often-neglected important as-

pects in the design of a controller: System identification and per-

formance analysis . For system identification, we show examples

of both well identified systems and poorly modeled systems with

some hints about what kind of behavior in the model may result

in imprecise controller design. These evaluations are done for both

single-core systems and CMPs with demonstration of effect of in-

creasing number of cores. This can be valuable for cases where

a controller must be implemented in hardware and changing its

configuration is costly. For performance analysis, we evaluate var-

ious types of controllers for SPLASH2 and PARSEC workloads and

highlight the pros and cons of each method. In addition, the trend

of controlling behavior is analyzed for multithreaded applications

running on different size of CMPs. Furthermore, as part of our

evaluation we categorize the workloads based on measurement

of their power consumption and instruction per second (IPS) and

then analyze the settling time (all time measurements done by

epoch units), maximum overshoot and controllability of each class

of application. 

4.1. System identification 

After defining the controlled system, the first step would be

to generate test wave forms from training applications for system

identification [28] . Ideal training applications represent the behav-

ior of applications to be executed on the real system [27] . A test

waveform contains a series of samples for controller inputs and

outputs for a training application, and should exercise as many in-

put permutations as possible. Once the training data is collected,

the model can be created. During this stage, the system dynamics

is exercised often by applying a staircase waveform to the control

input (e.g., operating frequency). Such staircase would stimulate

system behavior in response to various levels of control input. In

our work, we change CPU frequency from 1 GHz to 3.3 GHz with

steps of 100 MHz. In this method, training sets use varying fre-

quency (e.g., a set of out-of-phase staircase signals for the control

inputs) in order to isolate the deterministic and stochastic aspects

of the system. Voltage level is assumed to be fixed in this simu-

lation. This model is then evaluated to predict the expected data

from the identified system. Abnormal behavior from this model

can raise a flag that the controller to be designed from this model

might be inaccurate. In our work, we used Matlab’s system identi-

fication toolbox for this process [31] . Below, we showcase some of

these scenarios. 

Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate positive and negative examples that

designers have to look for in system identification phase. These

two figures show the result of system identification of two hand-

tuned workloads. More precisely, they show how well a model can

predict the system’s output running an application when operating

frequency is changed in a staircase form over time. Fig, 3 shows
hat the predicted model for a performance regulated bench-

ark that closely fits the measured model. On the other hand,

ig. 4 shows a memory bound benchmark that lacks the ability to

t into the expected model. Although the controller changes the

requency levels, this change does not have a clear correlation to

ystem output due to the system stalling for memory accesses in-

tead of executing instructions for a majority of simulation cycles. 

.1.1. Single-core models 

Next, we investigate a selected set of models that show a se-

ies of stochastic behavior that can manifest in the system iden-

ification stage. System identification results shown in this sec-

ion are performed for a single core processor running one thread

f each benchmark. Majority of these benchmarks are selected

rom SPLASH-2 benchmark suite to isolate the effect of off-chip

emory accesses. Section 4.1.2 focuses on system identification for

MP models that mostly utilizes PARSEC benchmarks optimized for

hese architectures. 

Fig. 5 shows a part of the Barnes workload that closely fit the

xpected model while demonstrating spikes at certain points of

ime. These spikes can be the result of a change in the workload

xecution behavior which is common in many real-time applica-

ions. As the duration of these spikes are very short and the model

an rapidly respond to such changes, they are considered as the

tochastic part of the system dynamics which should be isolated

rom the deterministic part, and would not cause any issue in the

erformance of the system. In contrast, Fig. 6 demonstrates part of

n identified model for the Raytrace workload that exhibit a long

eriod of underestimation. There are restrictions (such as level of

ggressiveness and transient state) that can be applied during con-
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Fig. 6. Raytrace workload model exhibiting error in prediction. 

Fig. 7. System identification for a 4-core system using one thread of Freqmine 

benchmark executing on one core. Model fits general flow with a static shift at the 

bottom. 
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Fig. 8. Power usage of a 4-core system while tuning Bodytrack benchmark. Top 

figure represents Total power of the whole system and the rest are break down of 

each core power. 

Fig. 9. 4-core system identification for bodytrack benchmark. 
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roller design stage which can mitigate these abnormal conditions,

otivating the need to consider these issues upfront. 

.1.2. CMP models 

After identifying models for single-core processors, we aim to

dentify models for CMP systems. This change expands the explo-

ation space for controller design. On one side, exceeding number

f cores can be a challenge for system identification phase and

ontroller design process. On the other hand, the multithreaded

ehavior of applications over different cores can add a large noise

hen controlling the whole system complex with solely one SISO

ontroller. To address some of the mentioned challenges we study

he capability of SISO controllers in power capping of CMPs with

ollowing scenarios for the system identification phase: 

• We demonstrate a single threaded application running on a

multi-core processor. One core is executing the application

thread and other cores simply have idle power consumption.

The goal of this experiment would be to see the static effect of

idle cores on system identification. 

• We analyze the power model for CMPs using DVFS. We demon-

strate the variety of dynamic power changes on a 4-core pro-

cessor based on run-time behavior of each application thread.

In addition, we evaluate the accumulated total power for the

whole system in respect to power consumption of each core

and platform communication mechanism. 

• We assess the system identification capability for CMP systems

with low number of homogeneous cores. 

• We illustrate the trend of increase in inaccuracy of system iden-

tification stage as the number of cores grows larger. 

The first transition from a single-core processor to a multi-core

rocessor system identification model is extending the architecture

hile keeping the same configuration for the software execution.

his would reveal some of the key points to look after in design

rocess of a controller for the multi-core systems. In order to eval-

ate this case, we evaluate same benchmarks on a 4-core plat-

orm while restricting the number of threads to one. Fig. 7 shows

he result of system identification for Freqmine benchmark. While

he application is running on only one of the four cores, the other
ores consume power in their idle state. This constant power us-

ge would manifest itself with slight shift at the bottom of each

taircase period. If the model can fit the general trend, this shift

an easily be eliminated in control design step. 

Furthermore, we take a look at general power actuations during

lack-box system identification for a 4-core multi-processor. Fig. 8

hows power measurement while execution of Bodytrack bench-

ark on a homogeneous 4-core system. Top part of Fig. 8 shows

he staircase model of total power of the whole system that shows

 good response to changes in system frequency. This model is

ble to rapidly recover from spikes and slopes that are caused by

pplication stochastic behavior on each individual core. Four bot-

om system identification models in Fig. 8 show individual core

esponse to frequency changes. We can observe that each core de-

ending on the running a thread shows unique run-time behav-

or but at the end we are concerned with aggregated total power

odel. 

Next step is to analyze how well this model can fit the pre-

icted model. Fig. 9 demonstrates the system identification of the

-core system that we have seen previously using Bodytrack bench-

ark. This model shows a promising trend for design of a SISO

ontroller for the 4-core CMP. Majority of PARSEC benchmarks

how similar results for system identification stage using a 4-core

ystem. We were curious to see if it is possible to identify larger

ystems for an accurate control design. We extended the simulated

rchitecture to a 64-core network on chip system. Fig. 10 shows

ystem identification for 64 thread of the same benchmark appli-

ation ( Bodytrack ) on the 64-core platform. It can be easily inferred

rom Fig. 10 that this model cannot be easily identified and the
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Fig. 10. 64-core system identification for bodytrack benchmark. 

Table 3 

Fit to estimation data trend with increase in number of computing 

cores while executing one thread of Swaptions Benchmark on each 

core. 

Benchmark 4-cores 8-cores 16-cores 32-cores 

Fit to estimation 78.99% 40.7% 9.529% 3.004% 

Fig. 11. Auto/Cross-correlation of residuals for 4-core and 64-cor systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4 

CPU core configuration for Nehalem-EP. 

Workload K P K I Multithreaded K P K I 

Barnes 114 229 Blackscholes 10.08 20.17 

Ocean-contiguous 156 226 Bodytrack 12.50 25.10 

FMM 114 229 Facesim 8.7 5.4 

Radiosity 184 369 Ferret 23.2 46.4 

Raytrace 244 247 Fluidanimate 20.17 40.35 

Water-NSQ 139 228 Freqmine 68.1 136.01 

Water-SP 175 250 Swaptions 39.1 40.2 

Volrend 141 282 X264 137.1 47.85 

Average 180 240 Average 38.86 45.18 
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controller designed from this model might lead to unresponsive

system. 

To demonstrate the trend of decrease in accuracy of system

identification, we picked one of the benchmarks ( Swaptions ) that

showed well-fitted model for 4-core platform for further evalua-

tion. We extended the simulation to 8, 16 and 32 cores to see the

fit to model trend. Table 3 shows the decrease in the ability to

fit the predicted model while increasing the number of processing

cores. The two important notes from system identification stage is

to evaluate the responsiveness of the controller to control inputs

and grasp a better understanding of stochastic and deterministic

behavior of application. 

To give better insight regarding the decrease in accuracy of

system identification when moving form small number of cores

(4-cores) to a platform with large number of cores (64-cores) a

cross-validation of residuals has been done. Fig. 11 demonstrates

both cross-correlation and autocorrelation evaluation for bodytrack

benchmark. Residual is the stochastic component (e.g., disturbance,

noise, etc.) of the system output, which is not supposed to be in-

cluded in the model. When validating the model, the model out-

put is compared to noisy system outputs. Therefore we expect the

residual to be pure noise. To verify this, the residual is analyzed

for correlation. If there is no correlation between the residual and

itself or any inputs, the model is accurate enough. Confidence can

be used to specify a range. In this work, commonly used 99 per-
ent boundaries have been set for the confidence. A confidence

evel is the probability with which the true output will fall into the

ange of confidence boundaries. After an estimated system dynam-

cs is produced using system identification techniques, it is cross-

alidated using different data sets. Cross-correlation is a standard

ethod of estimating the degree to which two series are corre-

ated. In our case, cross-correlation (bottom part of Fig. 11 ) is eval-

ated for power as the output of the system based on the fre-

uency as the input of the identified system. We can observe that

he 4-core system model can retain in the confidence boundaries

hile the larger system model is outside these boundaries for all

amples. The cross-correlation is similar in nature to the convo-

ution of two functions. In an autocorrelation, which is the cross-

orrelation of a signal with itself, there will always be a peak at

 lag of zero. The top part of Fig. 11 compares auto-correlation of

esiduals for these two systems. Similar to the previous part, only

he 4-core system identification can stay in the boundaries. These

esults show controllers for a system with large number of cores

re often infeasible to design due to the lack of a sufficiently accu-

ate system dynamics model. 

.2. Performance analysis 

After the system identification stage, controller design is per-

ormed by using the Matlab PI tuner [30] . Typically there are three

ays that designers choose to design a controller for a computer

ystem. The first set of methods take a statistical average of metrics

athered from system identification phase to represent the gen-

ral case. The second scenario involves designing a controller for

 system that runs predefined workloads (i.e., application specific)

uch as a smart watch or industrial plant machines. In this case,

esigners have the opportunity to tune the controller based on

he application at hand for better accuracy. Table 4 shows these

orkload specific control parameters (i.e., gains) used to control

he system running each benchmark (i.e., optimal application spe-

ific parameters extracted from Matlab). Finally, the third scenario

ses a worst case configuration that performs conservatively for

ll benchmarks and is more robust against disturbances, however

uffers from slow settling time. It should be mentioned that de-

pite all these methods and vast variety in off-the-shelf controllers,

here are some applications that cannot be controlled with a sim-

le SISO controller and that would either require more advanced

ontrollers (e.g., non-linear, adaptive, self-tuning) or different/more

onfiguration knobs. We describe these scenarios in Section 4.2.4 . 

.2.1. Customized case 

For many systems using control-theoretic power managers, we

ay have design time knowledge regarding the workloads to be

xecuted. This enables control designers to customize the power

anager based on these pre-defined applications. System identifi-

ation and controller design stages are performed individually on

ach application. Table 4 shows these workload specific K P and

 configurations. Fig. 12 shows proper behavior of the Water_nsq
I 
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Fig. 12. Example of well-tuned controller for Water-NSQ benchmark following 7W 

power reference. 

Fig. 13. FMM benchmark with average and customized case. 

Fig. 14. Raytrace benchmark with average and customized case. 
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Fig. 15. 4-core controller tracking 20 Watts for Swaptions benchmark. 

Fig. 16. Comparison of customized and worst case controller for 4-core system 

tracking 20 Watts for Facesim benchmark. 
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enchmark in tracking the 7 Watts power reference. Ability to

rack a specific reference would be essential later on when DVFS

anager wants to set a power reference to optimize energy effi-

iency. Examples from multithreaded applications are discussed in

ection 4.2.3 . We observe similar trends for all other workloads ex-

ept the two benchmarks discussed in Section 4.2.4 . 

.2.2. Average and worst case 

Many general-purpose systems do not have the flexibility to ac-

ommodate customized controllers either due to variety of system

orkloads or because the controller cannot be easily reconfigured.

n these situations, designers choose a representative configuration

hat can meet their requirements. Here two commonly reported

ontrol strategies use a statistical average case of predicted appli-

ations [23] or use a worst case scenario that can respond with

lower speed but which provide larger margins of guarantees. 

As an example for the average case, Fig. 13 shows the differ-

nce between the customized controller and average case con-

roller for the FMM benchmark in tracking the 7 Watts power ref-

rence. Both cases can keep the power close to the reference but

he customized controller minimizes the tracking error with mini-

al deviations from the reference, while the average controller os-

illates over the power reference. This is due to the fact that fine-

rain step of the average case controller is larger than what this

orkload requires. For the worst case, Fig. 14 shows the compari-

on between the customized case and worst case for the Raytrace

orkload. As expected, the worst case scenario has slower settling

ime due to smaller steps (smallest K P and K I ) but after reaching 7

atts, it can reliably follow the power reference. 
.2.3. CMP controllers 

Nowadays, most of computer systems including embedded sys-

ems utilize Chip Multi-Processors (CMPs) or Heterogeneous Multi-

rocessors (HMPs). The advantage of using multiple cores on a sin-

le die is that these multiprocessors become available commodity

or parallel applications. In comparison to majority of SPLASH-2

enchmarks evaluated in previous section which are designed for

igh performance computers, PARSEC applications are optimized to

ake advantage of CMPs. Table 4 specifies the customized control

arameters for some of these benchmarks. 

To show some of the selected controllers designed for CMPs,

e identify all PARSEC benchmarks for a 4-core system using bus

ommunication and share memories. Insights from system iden-

ification phase were presented in Section 4.1.2 . Here, we select

ome of these applications for control design using methods dis-

ussed in the beginning of Section 4.2 . Fig. 15 shows power ref-

rence tracking (20 Watts) for a customized controller for Swap-

ions benchmark running on a 4-core system. As shown here the

ISO controller designed from a well-identified model has no trou-

le controlling the total power of a 4-core system. 

Fig. 16 compares two controllers designed for Facesim bench-

arks. First controller is a custom designed controller for this

enchmark which shows rapid conversion to 20 Watts power ref-

rence with low overshoot. Second controller is a worst case con-

roller that follows the same trend but slower and more sluggish.

lso there is a bigger overshoot and steady-state error. 

.2.4. Corner cases 

So far we evaluated both dynamic and static methods to design

nd deploy a PI controller for power capping. Using lessons learned

rom these evaluations, designers can choose the suitable method

or their system. However, it is important to note that the ap-

ropriateness and feasibility of these methods depend on the sys-

em being controllable . The controllability property guarantees that

he controller can always keep the plant within a set of bound-

ries around the reference. In other words, if the controller is not

rovided with proper means (actuators or configuration knobs), it

ould be unable to reach the desired reference. Figs. 17 and 18

how the system identification, and controller deployment phases

f the system running Ocean benchmark. Both implementations of

cean benchmark (contiguous and non-contiguous) show similar
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Fig. 17. Ocean non-contiguous workload. System identification of uncontrollable 

workloads. 

Fig. 18. Ocean non-contiguous workload. Performance analysis of uncontrollable 

workloads while trying to track 7 Watts reference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

Comparison of average power and IPS. 

Workload Average power (Watts) IPS 

Barnes 6.3289 2.21E + 09 

Ocean-contiguous 7.8306 1.07E + 09 

Ocean non-contiguous 7.5408 1.36E + 09 

FMM 6.9943 3.55E + 09 

Radiosity 6.7472 2.82E + 09 

Raytrace 6.4023 2.71E + 09 

Water-NSQ 6.9931 3.14E + 09 

Water-SP 6.9846 2.97E + 09 

Volrend 6.7491 3.30E + 09 

Compute-bound ubench 6.7207 4.18E + 09 

Memory-bound ubench 7.1668 1.18E + 09 
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behavior. These applications are not controllable using solely DVFS

actuation. In the following section, we analyze these benchmarks

in more details to elaborate of the reasons behind their abnormal

behavior. 

5. Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the reliability and performance of

SISO controllers in power capping of different class of workloads

based on the evaluations done in the previous section. Perfor-

mance analysis done on the deployed controllers showed stability

for majority of the workloads for single-core and 4-core CMPs. In

addition, hand tuned controllers were able to meet the second set

of requirements which are maximum 30% overshoot and settling

time less than 150ms. In some cases, controllers using the statisti-

cal average were not able to meet the overshoot requirements. The

reason for more frequent power overshoots in average case is that

it does not have the fine grain tuning that some of the workloads

require. Although the worst case configuration was not as rapid as

the customized controllers, overall it proved to be a reliable con-

troller. Therefore, for scenarios where the computer system is de-

signed to execute an application with similar computing character-

istics, the average case can be a valid candidate; and for systems

sensitive to changes in power levels that can tolerate some degree

of performance overhead, worst case controllers can be deployed. 

In our experiments, we observed few benchmarks that exhib-

ited abnormal behavior in tracking power references with high

standard deviation. Fig. 18 shows the behavior of one of these

benchmarks. Our first reasoning behind this behavior was that

slow response time of a software controller is longer than the peri-

ods of time that these workloads change their application phases.

This can cause a late response (change in frequency) to a phase

that is already passed which can exacerbate the current power

state. In order to check this issue we moved our software SISO

controller mechanism to the hardware level with 10 × faster sam-

pling and DVFS epochs (from 2.5 ms to around 0.25 ms). Contrary

to our expectations, the experiment showed that a faster controller

did not have much improvement on these cases. Although we were

able to capture power violations at an earlier stage, the responses

of our controllers were not able to mitigate this issue. Fig. 19

shows controller accuracy improvement when migrating from soft-

ware controllers to hardware controllers. For most of controllable

benchmarks, faster hardware controller shows small (less one per-
ent) increase in accuracy but for the corner cases this faster re-

ponse causes ripple effect and reduction in accuracy. 

Our next solution to this issue was to investigate these bench-

arks in more detail. We looked at a few measurable metrics and

hat stood out was the average power consumption. The results in

able 5 shows the average power consumption of each benchmark

n SPLASH-2 benchmark suite while tracking 7-Watt power refer-

nce. As we can see, only the two irregular benchmarks (Ocean-

ontiguous and Ocean Non-contiguous) have the average power

onsumption higher than 7 Watts which results in many power vi-

lations. Taking into account the inability to track the power ref-

rence and the high average power indicated that there might be

 barrier that prevents the application behavior to rapidly follow

hanges in the CPU frequency. At this stage, these two benchmarks

ere suspected to be memory-bound compared to the rest of the

orkloads that are CPU-bound. In order to verify this hypothe-

is, we measured the instruction per second (IPS) of all similar

igh performance workloads in our benchmark set and tailored the

wo microbenchmarks that stress CPU and memory modules. The

verage IPS gathered from each workload is reported in Table 5 .

e could clearly observe that IPS for irregular workloads were far

ess than the other workloads in the SPLASH2 benchmark suite.

emory-bound microbenchmarks exhibited similar behavior with

n average power higher than reference power and an IPS less than

ne half of other benchmarks’ average IPS. This experiment val-

dated the theory that the abnormal behavior of the two Ocean

enchmarks is due to their high volume of memory accesses which

revents the changes in CPU frequency to have a direct effect on

ower reference. In order to enable controller to respond better to

emory-bound applications, we have increased the order of the

ontroller three times. Our evaluations show, compared to first or-

er controllers, second, third and fourth order controllers had [ −2,

] percent difference in controller performance which is neither

ufficient nor computationally effective. Such cases either require

ore advanced controllers (e.g., MIMO adaptive, self-tuning) or dif-

erent/more configuration knobs such as memory bandwidth that

an effect the system’s power more efficiently. 

. Related work 

There is a large body of literature on heuristic-based ap-

roaches for resource management [8–12] . There have been a va-

iety of techniques that are used for power and resource manage-

ent in processors. Heuristics such as [2,4,5] uses a rule-based

ethod in contrast to threshold methods [6,7] . Predictive methods

15–17] that typically benefit from nested loops have been used

o manage resources in computer systems. There are shortcomings

o ad-hoc and heuristic-based approaches in addressing some of

he important attributes of a controllable system. For example lack

f guarantees, the need for exhaustive training and close to re-

lity models. Furthermore, there have been control theory based
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Fig. 19. Accuracy improvement from software controller to a faster hardware controller. 
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ethods [19,20,22–25] that provide formal and efficient means

o address robustness and testability for managing computer sys-

ems. The most successful of these concurrently coordinate and

ontrol multiple goals and actuators in a non-conflicting manner

y adding an ad-hoc component to a controller or hierarchical

oops. In [38] the authors provide a guide for designing MIMO for-

al controllers for tuning architectural parameters in processors

o enhance coordination, and demonstrate the coordinating man-

gement of multiple goals for unicore processors. In addition, au-

hors in [39] demonstrate design methodology of these controllers

or multicore platforms. In this work we analyze an ample set of

orkloads in detail to point out benefits and shortcomings of SISO

ontrollers for power capping for both unicore and multicore pro-

essors. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we evaluated the dependability of SISO control-

heoretic power managers and presented guidelines for system de-

igner on how to properly model their system and verify the per-

ormance of the designed controller. The growing significance of

ower and thermal issues in these system calls for robust power

apping schemes that provide guarantees on the system’s effi-

iency and dependability. One of the viable solutions to this is-

ue is the use of control-theoretic methods with formal guaran-

ees. We showed that in the design phase of the existing power

anagers, system identification and controller performance anal-

sis phases are often neglected. In this work, we took a closer

ook at issues that might arise from these two steps and provided

uidelines to designers on how to design and deploy more reli-

ble controllers. Our evaluations include power capping methods

or both single-core and multi-core processors. Moreover, an in-

epth analysis has been performed on multiple controller configu-

ations using SPLASH2 and PARSEC benchmark suites. 
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